
Auto Insurance
Online Path to Purchase
A Framework for Understanding 
the Digital Journey



As technology continues to advance at a rapid rate, consumer reliance on 
technology deepens every day. As we become further entrenched in this 
technologically reliant life, our relationships with businesses and brands 
are changing, too. The consumer’s relationship with auto insurance pro-
viders is one such example of this shift.

When it comes to marketing to auto insurance customers, the number of 
digital channels seems limitless. Yet it remains unclear what the most 
influential touchpoints are in shaping consumer engagement with 
auto insurance brands. Although insurance marketers have at their 
fingertips enormous amounts of digital data regarding website traffic, 
SEO, and online ad analytics, it is often difficult to unpack this data and 
uncover the behavioral relationship between search, visits, and outcomes 
like switching providers or signing up for a new policy. How do we use 
this data to uncover the consumer’s relationship with insurance providers 
and search’s role in their decision journey?

Leveraging Luth Research’s patent-pending ZQ Intelligence™ behavioral 
data, we examined search, app, and web activity to identify life 
moments big and small that motivate consumers to evaluate their 
auto insurance coverage. In the following, we provide three real-life 
examples of these scenarios unfolding. The information provides a 
glimpse into the why and how of exploring and perhaps buying auto 
insurance.

 

Learn the touchpoints
  

These scenarios involve real people dealing with complex life issues, like 
insuring an adult offspring, moving to another state, or finding a good 
deal with damaged credit. They also involve the regular everyday 
occurrence of consumers maintaining their current policies, while often 
checking to ensure that they are getting the best deal. These scenarios 
exemplify today’s auto insurance shoppers and can be used to 
better understand and meet potential customers where they are on 
their journey.

At a high level, over 5 million page views were analyzed for relevance 
regarding auto insurance evaluation and purchase. Within these page 
views, three important and distinct modes of behaviors are identified, 
providing insurers fresh opportunities to influence consumer decisions 
and perceptions.



The opportunities are numerous, though given the consumer’s busy life and fragmented attention, the opportunities pass with the click of a mouse. 
And though auto insurance is a low-involvement product, it is a necessity – you have to have it. And so the task at hand is to identify and seize these 
momentary opportunities as they present themselves.
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About Bethany
38 years old, lives in Indiana
Employed full time
HH income $50-$75K

Top online stops: 
Email:  Outlook
Social:  Facebook
Shopping:  Amazon
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The Journey Starts with Learning
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Bethany is typical of today’s auto insurance customer – she does 
her homework, selects and buys the plan that meets her needs, 
then utilizes online bill pay to maintain her account. Soon after she 
signs up, she resumes checking competitive companies to see if 
she can get a better rate – like many of us, she relentlessly 
leverages the web in search of a better deal.

When we join Bethany’s journey, she’s already got auto insurance 
– during knowledge seeking mode, she reviews her options in 
search of a better deal. Like most of us, her knowledge seeking is 
like a funnel – Bethany starts broad and narrows as she 
progresses.

Across her journey, Bethany visits 13 different aggregator sites for 
a total of 42 visits.  Aggregators expose Bethany to insurance 
options and rates, as well as relevant information. She accesses 
aggregators in a number of ways – most commonly via online ads, 
but occasionally when evaluating options across insurance 
products (e.g., from health or home to auto insurance), and a few 
times from search results pages.

13 DIFFERENT AGGREGATOR’S 
SITES VISITED

42 TOTAL SITES VISITED
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41
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

4 BRANDS 
IN 33 SEARCHES

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF 
VISIT TO AN INSURANCE 
SITE OR APP

Search plays a vital role in Bethany’s journey – while aggregators 
provide broad information, search facilitates her navigation and 
allows Bethany to dig into the details that matter to her. In utilizing 
search, Bethany focuses on four brands – of her 41 relevant 
searches, 33 are branded and include four national brands. 

The remaining eight unbranded searches include terms focusing 
on her need for affordable car insurance in her area: car insurance 
Indiana, car insurance quotes, cheap car insurance IN, and other 
derivations.

Bethany’s journey includes visits to nine different insurance 
brands’ sites.  On average, her visits are brief, coming in at just 
under four minutes, underscoring an insurer’s challenge to hold 
Bethany’s attention. Only one brand had average visits lasting 
more than 10 minutes – this is the brand Bethany ultimately buys.
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Auto insurance rates

Cheap car insurance IN
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During knowledge seeking, her search terms are general, 
including “auto insurance rates” and three national brands. At this 
point in Bethany’s journey, insurers with introductory messages 
and general information have a shot at capturing her attention – 
messages like “New customers get our lowest prices” or “Switch 
and Save”. This is what she’s looking for at this point in her 
journey. As her journey progresses, her search terms expand to 
include value: “cheap car insurance IN”, leading her to visit a 
couple of aggregators and three insurance brands. 

NEW CUSTOMERS GET OUR 
LOWEST PRICES
SWITCH AND SAVE
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Her transition to purchase mode is evident when she takes an 
action beyond information gathering – Bethany logs in to add to a 
partly completed form – which she again abandons. Beyond 
surveying the field, she’s taken a half step towards selection and 
purchase. Given the evolution of her search terms and aggregator 
visits, a call to action coupled with real value may sway her, like 
“Save Big Dollars with a Bundle”.

Ultimately Bethany is moved to action. She’s come across a 
national provider a couple of times in the prior two weeks, once in 
the results page from a search for “cheap car insurance Indiana” 
and once organically. Each time her review is cursory. The third 
time’s a charm, however. After a final review of content on an 
aggregator – Cheapest Auto Insurance Rates in Indiana, and 
Insurance Companies With The Best Rates In Indiana – she 
searches her email inbox then clicks a link in an email that leads 
her to the national provider, completes their form, pays on their 
payments page and hits their online activation page. Moments 
later, she searches her existing insurer, visiting their Customer 
Service and Contact Us pages – she’s terminating coverage.

SAVE BIG DOLLARS WITH A 
BUNDLE
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When the purchase is complete, Bethany transitions into 
maintenance mode – she makes payments online every two 
weeks thereafter.

After three months of paying her bill online, Bethany does her due 
diligence, again visiting several aggregators and insurers. Search 
shows she remains price sensitive and comparing rates – insurers 
with explicit messages of savings and an easy path to switching – 
like “Give us two minutes and we’ll save you money” – may lure 
her in. Her due diligence provides competing insurers with 
opportunities to sway Bethany with the right message at the right 
time. 

One final point about Bethany – during her auto insurance 
journey several searches and aggregator visits include queries 
about home owner’s and medical insurance. She views auto 
insurance as part of a group of insurance products that she’s 
looking to bundle to gain greater savings. Messages promising 
“Get the Best Value by Bundling” or “Bundle and Save” will catch 
her attention and may even win her business.

GIVE US TWO MINUTES 
AND WE’LL SAVE YOU 
MONEY

GET THE BEST VALUE BY 
BUNDLING

BUNDLE AND SAVE
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Jim 

About Bob
47 years old, lives in Arkansas
Works full-time
HH income $25 -$35K

Top online stops: 
News and info:    DrudgeReport
Email:          Gmail
Shopping:          Coinbase

Middle-aged Guy 
Shops Insurers to Save

11
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Overview
Jim’s in a financial crunch, so he’s highly motivated to shop for 
auto insurance in search of a better deal. He also consumes 
volumes of online financial information so he’s working his way 
out of trouble.

Jim’s auto insurance-related search is a mix of branded and 
unbranded – 8 of 15 relevant searches are branded and include 
two national brands. The other searches are mostly related to a 
leading credit education and reference site, as well as some 
specific questions including: “is it legal for insurance companies to 
base rate off credit report?”.

In terms of relevant auto insurer sites and apps, Jim visits five 
different brands, with one insurer accounting for 60% of his visits. 
Across the five insurers, Jim’s visit length averages 9 minutes, 
driven by the insurer noted above, where Jim’s average visit 
length is 11 minutes.

12

15
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF 
VISIT TO AN INSURANCE 
SITE OR APP

2 BRANDS 
IN 8 SEARCHES
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Jim’s just installed a “drive safe” app to get a lower rate. Soon 
after, he searches “supplemental car coverage for repair” – once 
generically, and once with his current insurer’s brand. A 
competitive insurer’s message in the search results moves him to 
visit their website to read a relevant PDF. He also visits an 
aggregator and completes their form; within minutes he’s reading 
an emailed quote in his inbox. We know Jim’s in knowledge 
seeking mode as he’s searching multiple brands, visiting 
aggregators and reading content – all to stretch his dollar. 

His online interactions show he can be moved – Jim’s research of a 
specific product results in two messages that motivate him to fill in 
a form. He’s clearly open to switching, he just needs the right 
savings-oriented call to action. In Jim’s case, a dramatic message 
like “Over-paying for auto insurance? Switch and save big!” could 
move him to action.

OVER-PAYING FOR AUTO 
INSURANCE? SWITCH AND 
SAVE BIG!

13

A Journey to Save Money
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The deeper opportunity is earning Jim’s trust and loyalty – 
competing on price is a given, particularly with Jim. Yet engaging 
with Jim in a deeper, more meaningful way will open the door to a 
more solid relationship – “Clean driving record with us for one 
year, qualify for a safe driver loyalty discount”.

Jim’s quest goes dormant for four months. He’s scanning email 
and receives a marketing email from a competitive auto insurer. 
He clicks the link and in minutes he’s entering information in their 
form – it recognizes him so he’s been there before; within minutes 
he’s reading their emailed quote. He visits the competitor several 
times over the next few days, as well as his current insurer, so he’s 
evaluating with greater urgency.

CLEAN DRIVING RECORD 
WITH US FOR ONE YEAR, 
QUALIFY FOR A SAFE 
DRIVER LOYALTY 
DISCOUNT

14
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Jim shifts to purchase mode when he takes a specific action – he 
visits a familiar insurer, fills out their form, reads their response, 
and bounces between the incumbent and a challenger several 
times. In his search to conserve cash an insurer’s message almost 
hit the mark for Jim.

The urgency continues to ramp up – in an interesting twist, Jim’s 
search shows another concrete action signaling the coming break 
with his insurer: “how to unlink checking account on [insurer’s] 
web site”. Two days later he visits an aggregator, organically visits 
a competitive insurer, and uses a search engine to search to visit a 
third auto insurer. Concise value-focused messages like “Cheap 
Car Insurance!” should grab Jim’s attention.

He’s closing in on purchase – his visits to aggregators momentarily 
cease as he instead focuses on brands. For the next month Jim 
visits several insurers every few days, even as he searches for a 
better job, consumes volumes of information on business 
opportunities and day trading, keeps current with politics and 
stays attuned to his faith.

15

CHEAP CAR INSURANCE!

How to unlink checking account on 
[insurer’s] web site 
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Finally, Jim searches “[insurer] insurance quote”, fills out their web 
form and after some back and forth, receives a congratulations 
email from the competitor – he’s at last taken that next step, 
breaking with his incumbent and switching to a competitor. They 
present him with a great deal, and he’s met their qualifications.

Jim’s story has one more chapter – he’s in maintenance and so 
performs due diligence. Three months after the switch, he starts 
exploring options via several different avenues. For example, one 
afternoon, he’s looking at insurance coverage for an iPhone, and 
detours to their auto coverage page; he bounces between that 
page and an aggregator, comparing auto insurance rates. Two 
weeks later, he clicks links in emails to visit two different 
aggregators and another national insurer. His time at all three 
sites is brief, so he’s scanning.

KNOWLEDGE
SEEKING PURCHASE MAINTENANCE

[insurer] insurance quote
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Later that day, Jim searches “is it legal for insurance companies to 
base rate off credit report” which leads him to read “12 things your 
auto insurance agent knows that you don't”. Seems Jim’s still in a 
financial crunch and has bad credit, too. He clicks a link from an 
email that leads to him filling out an aggregators online form that 
redirects to yet another insurer – a call to action moved him to 
consider switching again. Instead, though, he returns to his 
current insurer and explores bundling renters with auto insurance 
and pays his bill. He’s still with his insurer even as he looks for a 
better deal. Given Jim’s poor credit and cash crunch, messages 
like “Crazy affordable no credit check auto insurance” or “Bad 
credit, no problem” will grab his attention.

Jim’s in maintenance, continuously pursuing cost savings. Every 
month or two, he explores several competitive insurers, providing 
them with opportunities to leverage savings, trust and reliability to 
win his business.

CRAZY AFFORDABLE NO 
CREDIT CHECK AUTO 
INSURANCE

BAD CREDIT, NO PROBLEM

KNOWLEDGE
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is it legal for insurance companies to 
base rate off credit report



 

MJ 
Complex Changes 
for an Empty Nester
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About MJ
61 years old, lives in Florida
Retired
HH income $50-$75K

Top online stops: 
Shopping: eBay and Amazon
Real Estate: Trulia and Zillow
Social:  Facebook
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Overview
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MJ just moved to Florida from Ohio and needs to comply with the 
legal requirements of her new state, as well as learn about her 
insurance options and obligations.

Like Bethany, MJ’s auto insurance-related search is brand-focused 
– her brand-related searches include seven brands in 37 discrete 
searches. Her unbranded searches fall into three categories: 
searching to address personal issues (e.g., relocating, insuring her 
adult child, rates for seniors, rate increases after one claim), com-
paring comp and collision rates, and identifying the best compari-
son sites.

MJ also makes extensive use of aggregator sites, visiting 16 differ-
ent aggregators a total of 25 times.

Bethany visits nine different insurance brands – she is a shopper 
for insurance as well as with retail and real estate. Of the three 
insurance brands she visited most, average visit length ranged 
between 9 and 13 minutes.

50
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

9
16 DIFFERENT AGGREGATORS’ 

SITES VISITED

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF 
VISIT TO AN INSURANCE 
SITE OR APP

7 BRANDS 
IN 37 SEARCHES
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STEP-BY-STEP AUTO 
INSURANCE RELOCATION 
GUIDE

MJ needs to transfer her car plates and registration to Florida, 
searching Ohio DMV for “moving out of Ohio” and using a search 
engine to search “If you move out of state can you still renew 
plates in old state?” Both searches lead MJ to visit DMV.org (as 
opposed to a DMV.gov site). MJ’s providing opportunities to win 
her business even before she looks into auto insurance – she’d 
welcome a guiding hand regarding the arduous process of 
transferring her license, registration, and insurance to her new 
residence. Messages in synch with MJ’s life stage and 
informational needs will get noticed, such as “Step-by-Step Auto 
Insurance Relocation Guide”.

Along the way, MJ deals with one of life’s curveballs – she searches 
“how long can a child stay on auto insurance?”. MJ’s insuring an 
adult child and needs to know if their coverage terminates due to 
age. MJ’s search leads to articles on a financial website, and two 
aggregators. After a few minutes researching the topic, MJ moves 
on. This search is part of her knowledge seeking phase, and 
represents an opportunity to message to MJ, as well as answer her 
specific and personal question.

20

Complexity and Curve Balls 
Require Answers
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[insurer] discount

MJ resumes researching auto insurers; as part of her information 
consumption, she links from a financial site to a content site to 
read “Proven Advice to Save You Money on Your Car Insurance 
Bill”. She links from the article to an aggregator then ping pongs 
between the aggregator and insurers. She fills in a competing 
insurer’s online form then abandons – MJ is a careful shopper, 
requiring something more from insurers before she’s ready to 
switch.

The following day, MJ searches for her current provider; she clicks 
an aggregator link on the search results page. She then returns to 
a search engine, searching again for and then logs in to her 
current insurer. Later, she twice searches “[insurer] discount” – 
she’s seeking discounts and deals with her current insurer. These 
interactions provide opportunities to move MJ – she just needs 
the right message or call to action to motivate her to switch. 

21
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Messages indicating personally relevant information, like guidance 
through a complex phase of life, should entice her, such as 
“Transplant? Best auto insurance value”.

Finally, MJ logs into the incumbent auto insurer, looks into bundles 
of home and auto insurance, then checks her customer rewards 
page. She detours to a personal finance website to review the 
“collision vs comprehensive car insurance” page. MJ proves to be 
a discerning shopper – even though she explores several insurers, 
she ultimately maintains her incumbent insurer. While inertia 
carries the day, the right message or information would have 
swayed her.

22

TRANSPLANT? BEST AUTO 
INSURANCE VALUE FOR 
RETIREES
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Conclusion
Whether consumers are in the knowledge seeking or maintenance 
mode, whether they are dealing with a major milestone or the day 
to day, they still need auto insurance and are open to switching if 
presented with the right offer messaged to fit their need at the 
time.
Consumers search most often by brand, underscoring the impor-
tance of promoting brand awareness and familiarity on search 
results pages. Even as they seek a better deal, trust in brand is 
important. When they use search to navigate to a brand, the 
contacts are brief and destination-focused, requiring focused and 
powerful messages. When a consumer searches a brand then 
visits an aggregator from search results, the consumer indicates a 
greater openness to more expansive messages – they are more 
exploring than navigating to the brand.
Overall, the greatest messaging opportunities exist during knowl-
edge seeking – consumers signal openness to new information 
and messages when they use aggregators and employ search 
terms that seek answers to questions. Knowledge seeking at its 
essence means consumers are looking for that nugget of informa-
tion that guides them to the product that meets their need – it’s 
an openness to messaging that marketers crave.

YOUR
BRAND
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That said, insurers must continually message to consumers across 
all three modes. To that end, here’s your cheat sheet:

Knowledge Seeking Mode

Consumers use search terms that ask questions – Cheap auto 
insurance in IN? Can you use your OH plates in FL? These signal a 
desire for information, and indicate an openness to messages 
pointing to relevant information, such as Best Value in Indiana or 
Retiree’s Guide to FL Auto Insurance

- Search by brand name alone suggests using search to navigate to 
the brand – this indicates the consumer is destination-focused and 
would find concise messaging useful: “Switch and Save Big”; this is 
also an opportunity for brand reinforcement messages

- Search by brand that leads to visits to aggregators or third party 
information indicate a greater opening to message into

SEARCHES THAT 
ASK QUESTIONS

DESIRE FOR 
INFORMATION
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Purchase Mode

Consumers are close to the buy, and respond to purpose-focused 
and relevant messages like Switch and Save, Bundle and Save, 
Value-priced Auto Insurance Designed for Credit Recovery

Maintenance mode

Most of us are in this mode most of the time. 

- Incumbent insurer messages should pair value with brand 
reinforcement, like bundle home and auto insurance and We’ll Save 
you Money, Reliable Value from a Committed Partner, and Keep a 
Clean Driving Record, Get a Safe Driver Loyalty Reward

- Switching messages to attract consumers in maintenance mode 
must focus on value and simplicity – Switching is Simple and Will 
Save You Money

PAIR VALUE WITH BRAND REINFORCEMENT

VALUE AND 
SEMPLICITY 

SWITCHING
MESSAGES =



Aggregators represent another opportunity to reach consumers. 
Like search terms that seek answers, messages via aggregators have 
more latitude since the consumer is there seeking information.

Yet the mission remains the same, and that is presenting the 
consumer with the right messages and opportunities in that 
moment.
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